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Abstract 


Nowadays, most Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEA) concentrate mainly on 


searching for an approximation of the Pareto frontier to solve a multi-objective 


optimization problem. However, finding this set does not completely solve the problem. 


The decision-maker (DM) still has to choose the best compromise solution from that set. 


But as the number of criteria increases, several important difficulties arise in performing 


this task. Identifying the Region of Interest (ROI), according to the DM’s preferences, is a 


promising alternative that would facilitate the selection process. This paper approaches the 


incorporation of preferences into a MOEA in order to characterize the ROI by a multi-


criteria classification method. This approach is called Hybrid Multi-Criteria Sorting 


Genetic Algorithm and is composed of two phases. First, a metaheuristic is used to generate 


a small set of solutions that are classified in ordered categories by the DM. Thus, the DM’s 


preferences will be reflected indirectly in this set. In the second phase, a multi-criteria 


sorting method is combined with an evolutionary algorithm. The first one is used to classify 


new solutions. Those classified as ‘satisfactory’ are used for creating a selective pressure 


towards the ROI. The effectiveness of our method was proved in nine instances of a public 


project portfolio problem. The obtained results indicate that our approach achieves a good 


characterization of the ROI, and outperforms the standard NSGA-II in simple and complex 


problems. Also, these results confirm that our approach is able to deal with many-objective 


problems. 


 


Keywords: Evolutionary algorithms; Multi-objective optimization; Implicit preferences; 


Multi-criteria sorting. 







1. Introduction  
 


A wide variety of problems in the real world often involve multiple objectives to be 


minimized or maximized simultaneously [1]. As a consequence of the conflicting nature of 


the criteria, it is not possible to obtain a single optimum, and, consequently, the ideal 


solution to a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) cannot be reached. As was stated 


by Fernandez et al. in [2], to solve a MOP means to find the best compromise solution 


according to the decision maker’s (DM) preferences. Multi-Objective Evolutionary 


Algorithms (MOEAs) have been widely used since the 1990’s, standing out in their 


engineering applications (e.g. [3–11]). MOEAs are particularly attractive to solve MOPs 


because they deal simultaneously with a set of possible solutions (the MOEA’s population), 


which allows them to obtain an approximation of the Pareto frontier in a single run of the 


algorithm. However, according to Deb [12] and Fernandez et al. [2], one aspect that is often 


disregarded in the literature on MOEAs is the fact that the solution of a problem involves 


not only the search, but also the decision making process. That is, finding the Pareto 


frontier does not completely solve the problem; the DM still has to choose the best 


compromise solution out of that set. This is not a difficult task when dealing with problems 


having two or three objectives. However, as the number of criteria increases, the size of the 


Pareto frontier increases exponentially. Thus, it becomes harder or even impossible for the 


DM to establish valid judgments in order to compare many solutions with several 


conflicting criteria. Besides, the approaches from the field of multi-criteria decision 


analysis do not perform well on such large decision problems, making it difficult to obtain 


a single solution [2].  


 


As was stated in Miller’s famous paper [13], the capacity of the human mind is restricted to 


handling a small amount of information at the same time. This is a very serious obstacle 


when the DM has to compare a subset of non-dominated solutions to identify the best 


compromise solution in problems with many objectives. Hence, the DM’s cognitive effort 


would be greatly reduced if the MOEA were able to identify the Region of Interest (ROI), 


the privileged zone of the Pareto frontier that best matches the DM’s preferences. The ROI 


is defined by Deb et al. [14] and Adra et al. [15] as the set of non-dominated solutions that 


are preferred by the DM over the other solutions. In similar terms, the ROI may be defined 


as a subset of the Pareto front whose elements are considered satisfactory by the DM. In 


order to guide the search towards the ROI, the DM would agree with incorporating his/her 


multi-criteria preferences into the search process. Many approaches have been proposed 


with this aim; most of them employ an explicit way of incorporating preferences. Here, we 


propose a method for implicit preference incorporation whose main contribution can be 


summarized as follows: 


Several solutions found by an ant colony metaheuristic are used to capture the preference 


information from the DM, and with them the DM forms a reference set in which the 


solutions are assigned to ordered categories. The set of reference examples implicitly 


contains the DM’s belief of what a satisfactory solution is. Thus, the ROI is characterized 


by this preference information. Then, a multi-criteria classification method is used to assign 


new solutions to these categories, making selective pressure towards the ROI. This pressure 


is nearly independent of the number of objective functions, so the quality of solutions is not 


affected by the increment of the number of objectives. Therefore, the method performs very 


well in many-objective problems. 


 







The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews approaches 


for incorporating the DM’s preferences into multi-objective optimization metaheuristics. In 


its last part, that section describes a multi-criteria method for assigning solutions to ordered 


classes (the THESEUS method). With this as a background, our approach of creating a 


selective pressure towards the ROI is presented in Section 3. Some computer experiments 


are illustrated in Section 4, and finally, several concluding remarks are discussed in Section 


5. The acronyms and notations used along this paper are given in Appendix A. 


 


 


2. Some background 


 


2.1. A brief outline of preference incorporation in multi-objective evolutionary optimization 


 


Multi-objective metaheuristic approaches have by now demonstrated their ability to 


approximate the whole Pareto front; however, the number of efficient solutions found is 


large. The selection of one solution (the final preferred alternative) from among a huge set 


is evidently a difficult task for the DM, especially when the number of objectives increases 


[16]. The DM is interested in discovering only the zone of the Pareto front corresponding to 


his/her preferences (the ROI), instead of the whole Pareto front. It is essential to provide the 


DM with a small number of satisfactory alternatives, due to the human cognitive limitations 


referred to by Miller [13]. For this, decision-makers should provide information about their 


preferences using a representation model. The modeling of the preferences plays a key role 


in decision-making [17], as it will define the nature and organization of the information. 


Information about the DM’s preferences can be expressed in diverse ways. According to 


Bechikh [16], the most commonly used approaches are the following: 


 


1. Weights. Those in which weighting coefficients are assigned by the DM to each 


objective function (e.g. [18, 19]). 


 


2. Ranking solutions. Those in which the DM performs pair-wise comparisons between 


pairs of solutions on a subset of the current population, in order to rank the sample’s 


solutions (e.g. [20, 21]). 


 


3. Ranking objectives. Those in which the DM performs pair-wise comparisons between 


pairs of objective functions in order to rank the set of objective functions (e.g. [22, 23]). 


 


4. Reference point. Those based on goals or aspiration levels, supplied by the DM, to be 


achieved by each objective (e.g. [14, 24]). 


 


5. Reservation point. Those in which the DM supplies, for each objective, his/her 


reservation level, that is, the accepted level that (s)he wishes to reach. (e.g. [25]). 


 


6. Trade-off between objectives. Those in which the DM specifies acceptable trade-offs 


between objective functions (e.g. [26]). 


 


7. Desirability thresholds. Those in which the DM supplies: i) an absolutely satisfying 


objective value and ii) a marginally infeasible objective value, to construct a desirability 


function (e.g. [27]). 


 







8. Outranking parameters. Those in which the DM specifies the necessary weights and 


thresholds to build a fuzzy outranking relation (e.g. [2, 28]). 


 


A novel approach to an implicit preference incorporation was proposed by Greco et al. in 


[29]. To the best of our knowledge, they were the first to suggest the use of multi-criteria 


classification methods combined with an evolutionary algorithm. The preference 


information is provided by the decision maker in successive iterations by judging some 


current solutions as ‘good’ or ‘bad’. Using this information, several decision rules are 


induced through the Dominance-based Rough Set Approach. ‘Good’ solutions have more 


fitness than the bad ones. Unfortunately, this interesting idea has not been validated by 


convincing experiments. In a recent paper, Oliveira et al. [30] used the ELECTRE TRI 


multi-criteria sorting method combined with an evolutionary algorithm. In ELECTRE TRI 


a reference profile is introduced to establish the boundary between adjacent ordered 


categories. ELECTRE TRI has been criticized because defining the reference profiles is 


often a very hard task, especially when the decision-maker has only a vague idea about the 


boundary between two consecutive categories. The existence of such boundaries is doubtful 


in many real-world problems (cf. [31, 32]). Besides, one can question whether a reference 


profile is sufficient for an acceptable characterization of its related categories. If the object 


to be sorted were incomparable with several reference profiles, ELECTRE TRI would 


suggest inappropriate assignments. 


 


The approach by Fernandez et al. [2], the so-called NOSGA2, is an important precedent for 


our work. The ‘a priori’ way of incorporating preferences in NOSGA2 has been recently 


used by Cruz et al. [33] in optimizing interdependent project portfolios with many 


objectives. In that paper, the authors proposed the Non Outranked Ant Colony 


Optimization (NO-ACO) method, a short description of which is given below. 


 


 


2.2. Description of the NO-ACO model 


 


The NO-ACO method uses a set of agents called ants and a local search engine to perform 


the optimization process. This method incorporates the preferences of the decision maker 


using the preferences model of Fernandez et al. [2]. The model is based on the relational 


system of preferences described by Roy in [34]. The essence of the model is the degree of 


truth of the statement ‘x is at least as good as y’. This is represented as σ (x, y), and could be 


calculated using outranking methods such as ELECTRE [35] or PROMETHEE [36]. Let us 


consider a threshold of acceptable credibility λ, an asymmetry parameter β, and a symmetry 


parameter ε, where 0 ≤ ε ≤ β ≤ λ and λ > 0.5. The model identifies one of the following 


preference relations for each pair of solutions (x, y): 


 


 Strict preference: This corresponds to the situation when the DM has clear and well-


defined reasons justifying the choice of x over the other. It is denoted as xPy  and 


defined as a disjunction of the conditions: 


a) x dominates y 


b) σ (x, y) ≥ λ ∧ σ (y, x) < 0.5       (1) 


c) σ (x, y) ≥ λ ∧ [0.5 ≤ σ (y, x) < λ] ∧ [σ (x, y) − σ (y, x)] ≥ β. 


 







 Indifference: From the DM’s perspective, this corresponds to the existence of clear and 


positive reasons that justify an equivalence between the two options. This relationship is 


denoted as xIy and is defined as the conjunction of: 


a) σ (x, y) ≥ λ ∧ σ (y, x) ≥ λ       (2) 


b) |σ (x, y) − σ (y, x)| ≤ ε. 


 


 Weak preference: This models a state of doubt between xPy and xIy. It is represented as 


xQy and is defined as the conjunction of: 


a) σ (x, y) ≥ λ ∧ σ (x, y) > σ (y, x)      (3) 


b) ¬ xPy ∧ ¬ xIy. 


 


 Incomparability: From the DM’s perspective, there is a high level of heterogeneity 


between the alternatives, so (s)he cannot express a preference between them. This is 


denoted as xRy and is expressed in terms of: 


σ (x, y) as xRy ⇒ σ (x, y) < 0.5 ∧ σ (y, x) < 0.5.     (4) 


 


 k-Preference: This represents a state of doubt between xPy and xRy. It is represented as 


xKy and is modeled by the conjunction of the following three propositions: 


a) 0.5 ≤ σ (x, y) < λ 


b) σ (y, x) < 0.5         (5) 


c) σ (x, y) − σ (y, x) > β/2. 


 


Given a set of feasible solutions O, the preferential system of NO-ACO defines the 


following sets: 


 


 S is composed of the solutions that strictly outrank x, and NS is known as the non-


strictly-outranked frontier; these sets are defined as follows: 


S(O, x) = {y ∈ O | yPx}        (6) 


NS(O) = {x ∈ O | S(O, x) = Ø}. 


 


 W is composed of the non-strictly-outranked solutions that weakly outrank x, and NW is 


known as the non-weakly-outranked frontier; these sets are expressed as follows: 


W(O, x) = {y ∈ NS(O) | yQx ∨ yKx}      (7) 


NW(O) = {x ∈ NS(O) |W(O, x) = Ø}. 


 


The net flow score is a popular measure for ranking a set of alternatives on which a fuzzy 


preference relation is defined (cf. [37]). This measure is used by NO-ACO to identify the 


DM’s preferred solutions on the non-strictly-outranked frontier. It can be defined as: 


      (8) 


 


Since Fn(x) > Fn(y) indicates a preference for x over y, the preferential system defines the 


following sets: 


 


 F  is composed of non-strictly-outranked solutions that are greater in net flow to x, and 


NF is known as the net-flow non-outranked frontier; these sets are defined by: 


F(O, x) = {y ∈ NS(O) | Fn(y) > Fn(x)}     (9)  


NF(O) = {x ∈ NS(O) | F(O, x) = Ø}. 


( )\{ }
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The problem that NO-ACO solves is 


       (10) 


 


The best solution is found through a lexicographic search, with pre-emptive priority 


favoring |S(O, x)|. 


 


 


2.3. An outline of the THESEUS method 


 


The aim of the THESEUS method is assigning multi-criteria objects to preference-ordered 


categories. THESEUS relies on the following premises (cf. [38]): 


 


i. There is a finite set of ordered categories Ct = {C1, …, CM}, (M ≥ 2); CM  is assumed to 


be the preferred category.  


 


ii. Let U be the universe of objects x described by a coherent set of N criteria, denoted G 


= {g1, g2, . . . , gj, . . . , gN}, with N ≥ 3. 


 


iii. There is a set of reference objects or training examples T, which is composed of 


elements bkh ∈ U assigned to category Ck, (k = 1,..., M). 


 


iv. The decision maker agrees with a fuzzy outranking relation σ (x, y) defined on U×U 


(see Section 2.2). Its value models the degree of credibility of the statement ‘x is at 


least as good as y’ from the decision maker’s perspective.  


 


The THESEUS method is based on comparing a new object to be assigned with reference 


objects through models of preference and indifference relations (cf. [38]). The assignment 


is not a consequence of the object’s intrinsic properties: it is rather the result of 


comparisons with other objects whose assignments are known.  In the following, C(x) 


denotes a potential category assignment of object x. According to THESEUS, C(x) should 


satisfy some consistency rules: 


 


∀x ∈ U, ∀bkh ∈ T 


xPbkh ⇒ C(x) ≿ Ck         (11.a) 


bkhPx ⇒ Ck ≿ C(x) 


 


xQbkh ⇒ C(x) ≿ Ck         (11.b) 


bkhQx ⇒ Ck ≿ C(x)     


 


xIbkh ⇒ (C(x) ≿ Ck ) ∧ (Ck ≿ C(x)) ⇔ C(x) = Ck     (11.c) 


 


Relations P, Q, I were defined in Eqs. (1–3). The symbol ≿ denotes the statement ‘is not 


worse than’ on the set of categories, which is related to the decision-aiding context. Note 


that C(x) is a variable whose domain is the set of ordered categories. Eqs. (11.a–c) express 


the necessary consistency amongst the preference model, the reference set and the 


 min ( , ) , ( , ) , ( , )
x O


S O x W O x F O x








appropriate assignments of x. The assignment C(x) should be as compatible as possible 


with the current knowledge about the assignment policy. 


 


THESEUS uses the inconsistencies with Eqs. (11.a–c) to compare the possible assignments 


of x; more specifically: 


 


 The set of P-inconsistencies for x and C(x) is defined as DP = {(x,bkh), (bkh,x), bkh ∈ T 


such that (11.a) is FALSE};  


 The set of Q-inconsistencies for x and C(x) is defined as DQ = {(x,bkh), (bkh,x), bkh ∈ T 


such that (11.b) is FALSE}; 


 The set of I-inconsistencies for x and C(x) is defined as DI = {(x,bkh), (bkh,x), bkh ∈ T  


such that (11.c) is FALSE}. 


 


Suppose that C(x) = Ck and consider bjh ∈ T. Some cases in which xIbjh ∧ |k – j| = 1 might 


be explained by ‘discontinuity’ of the description are: x may be close to the upper (lower) 


boundary of Ck and bjh may be close to the lower (upper) boundary of Cj. They will be 


called second-order I-inconsistencies and grouped in the set D2I. The set   D1I = DI – D2I 


contains the so-called first-order I-inconsistencies, which are not consequences of the 


described discontinuity effect. Let nP, nQ, n1I, n2I denote the cardinalities of the above-


defined inconsistency sets, N1= nP + nQ + n1I , and N2 = n2I .  


THESEUS suggests an assignment that minimizes the above inconsistencies with 


lexicographic priority favouring N1, which is the most important criterion [38]. The basic 


assignment rule is 


 


For each x ∈ U and given a minimum credibility level λ > 0.5, 


a) starting with k =1 (k =1,…M) and considering each bkh ∈ T, calculate N1 (Ck); 


b) identify the set {Cj} whose elements hold Cj = argmin N1 (Ck); 


c) select  


d) If Ck* is a single-category solution, assign x to Ck*; other situations are approached as 


below. 


 


The suggestion may be a single category or a sequence of categories. The first case is called 


a well-defined assignment; otherwise, the obtained multi-category solution highlights the 


highest category (CH) and the lowest category (CL); the latter is appropriate for assigning 


the object, but fails in determining the most appropriate. Such solution will be called ‘a 


vague assignment’. 


 


 


3. An approach to finding satisfactory solutions using a multi-criteria sorting method 


 


In this paper, we present a new idea to incorporate preferences in an implicit way into 


multi-objective evolutionary optimization. Our approach consists in using a set of solutions 


that have been ordered by the DM on a set of categories. These assignments represent 


knowledge about the DM’s preferences. Applying this knowledge in the framework of a 


multi-criteria sorting method, every new solution created by the search process can be 


assigned to one of the already stated categories. To some extent, such preference 


information replaces the DM when classifying new solutions. Here, we present a way of 


* 2
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using this capacity to create a selective pressure towards the ROI. We propose a method 


called Hybrid Multi-Criteria Sorting Genetic Algorithm (H-MCSGA). This approach is 


composed of two phases, which are described in the following subsections. The complete 


procedure of the H-MCSGA is shown below: 
 


PROCEDURE H-MCSGA (L, Number_of_Generations) 


Run a multi-objective optimization method and obtain an approximation to the Pareto frontier PF 


Initialize the reference set T by using a subset of PF (which satisfies the self-consistent property) 


Set σ-parameters agreeing with T 


Initialize Parent Population P including the elements of T 


Complete P with random individuals so that it reaches a size of L. 


Generate non-dominated fronts on P (based on evaluation of the values of the objective function) 


Assign to these fronts a rank (level) Fi 


Calculate σ on F1×T 


For each x ∈ F1, assign x to one preferred category Ck using σ 


Form M’ sub-fronts of F1 


Assign to each sub-front of M’ a rank (level) and update the levels of the remaining fronts 


Generate from P a Child Population Q of size L 


Perform Binary Tournament Selection (based on non-domination rank) 


Perform Recombination and mutation 


FOR I = 1 to Number_of_Generations DO 


Assign P’ = P ∪ Q 


Generate non-dominated fronts on P’ 


Assign to these fronts a rank (level) Fi 


Calculate σ on F1×T 


For each x ∈ F1, assign x to one preferred category Ck using σ 


Form M’ sub-fronts of F1 


Assign to each sub-front of M’ a rank (level) and update the levels of the remaining fronts 


Repeat to each front until size of new population |P| ≥ L 


Calculate crowding distance for each solution in the current front 


Add these solutions to new population P 


Sort P using non-domination rank and crowding distance 


Keep in P the first L individuals 


Generate from P a Child Population Q of size L 


Perform Binary Tournament Selection (based on non-domination rank and crowding distance) 


Perform Recombination and mutation 


End FOR 


End PROCEDURE 


 


 


3.1. A method to construct a reference set (Phase 1) 


 


In the first phase of the H-MCSGA, a multi-objective metaheuristic approach will be used 


to obtain an approximation to the Pareto frontier; that set of solutions will be sorted by the 


DM, into a set of categories to construct the reference set. Thus, the DM’s preferences will 


be reflected in it. We chose the NO-ACO algorithm (Section 2.2) because, unlike Pareto-


based evolutionary algorithms, it has proved its ability to find good solutions to problems 


with high dimensions [33]. To construct the reference set, the solutions obtained by NO-


ACO were categorized by simulating a DM whose preferences are compatible with the 


outranking model from [2]. The categories considered to form the reference set are 


‘Satisfactory’ and ‘Unsatisfactory’. The reference set is constructed according to the 


following steps: 


 







1. Run NO-ACO to find a set A of solutions containing a subset of the approximate 


Pareto frontier. 


2. Create the ‘Satisfactory’ category with those solutions belonging to the known 


Pareto frontier that fulfil at least one of the following conditions: a) to be the 


solution of highest net flow (Eq. (8)) on the known Pareto frontier; or b) to be a 


solution that satisfies |S(A, x)| = 0 (Eq. (6)) and |W(A, x)| = 0 (Eq. (7)), that is, that 


belongs to the non-strictly and non-weakly outranked frontier in A. 


3. Create the ‘Unsatisfactory’ category with the remaining solutions generated by NO-


ACO in step 1. 


 


In cases where the satisfactory category of the reference set is poorly populated, it is 


necessary to add fictitious solutions (derived from an existing solution) to extend and 


intensify the category. Each fictitious solution has a high degree of indifference to the 


solution from which it is derived. The procedure for generating them is as follows: a) to 


identify a pair of objectives with nearly equal weights, called similar weight objectives; b) 


to create a replica of an existing solution; and c) to modify the similar weight objectives of 


the replicated solution, adding to one of them and subtracting to the other one the same 


predefined value. We do this in order to make a slight variation in the objectives of the 


existing solution, in the sense of improvement and compensation. An example is given in 


Table 1. 


 
Table 1 


Real and fictitious solutions. 
Reference  


Element 


Objective values Category 


N1 N2 N3 N4  


3 1306630 1023530 1598110 994340 Satisfactory (real) 


4 1307130 1023530 1597610 994340 Satisfactory (fictitious) 


 


 


3.2. A method to search the ROI (Phase 2) 


 


The second phase of the H-MCSGA is a variant of the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic 


Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [39], but incorporating the THESEUS method (Section 2.3). We 


chose THESEUS because it has given good results with artificial and real-world data (cf. 


[38]). In comparison with other multi-criteria sorting methods, THESEUS can handle more 


general and larger reference sets, thus providing more suitable assignments (cf. [40]). 


Because of its generality and other good properties, THESEUS is used in the present paper 


as a classification tool in order to characterize the ROI. Our method uses the reference set 


constructed in the first phase, for finding satisfactory solutions in the search process. This 


approach works like the NSGA-II but with the following additional steps (see Fig. 1): 


 


a. Each solution of the non-dominated front of NSGA-II (the first front) is assigned by 


THESEUS to one category of the set {Satisfactory, Perhaps Satisfactory, 


Unsatisfactory}, where ‘Perhaps Satisfactory’ corresponds to a vague assignment 


performed by THESEUS; 


b. The first front of NSGA-II is divided in three sub-fronts; the first ranked sub-front 


contains the solutions that were assigned to the most preferred category 


(‘Satisfactory’); 







c. The remaining fronts of the current NSGA-II population are re-ordered by 


considering each sub-front of the original non-dominated front as a new front; 


d. The same actions of NSGA-II are implemented, but considering the new fronts; 


particularly, the NSGA-II’s elitism involves the new first front, which is now 


constituted by the non-dominated solutions belonging to the most preferred category. 


 


In an MOP, the ROI should be composed of solutions that belong to the most preferred 


category. Hence, the solutions in the ROI are characterized by the fact that they are: i) non-


dominated and ii) considered satisfactory ones by the DM. Therefore, our approach creates 


a selective pressure towards solutions that have both features. 


 


 


 
Fig. 1. Multi-criteria sorting by H-MCSGA. 


 


 


4. Some computer experiments 


 


4.1. Case study: A Public Project Portfolio Problem (PPPP) 


 


Let us consider a decision making situation in which the DM is in charge of selecting a 


group of projects (portfolio) that her/his institution will implement. The aim of this decision 


problem is to choose the ‘best’ portfolio satisfying some budget constraints. Formalizing 


these concepts, let us consider a set of N projects, where the ith project is represented by a 


p-dimensional vector f(i) = ⟨f1(i), f2(i), f3(i), ... , fp(i)⟩, where each fj(i) indicates the 


contribution of project i to the jth objective. Each objective denotes the benefit target; that 


is, people belonging to a social category (e.g. Extreme Poverty, Poverty, Middle), who 


receive a benefit level (e.g. High Impact, Middle Impact, Low Impact) from the ith project. 


 


On the other hand, a portfolio x is a subset of these projects which is usually modeled as a 


binary vector x = ⟨x1, x2,..., xN⟩. In this vector, xi is a binary variable where xi = 1 if the ith 


project is supported and xi = 0 otherwise. 


 


There is a total budget that the organization is willing to invest, which is denoted as B; each 


project has an associated cost ci. Portfolios are subject to the budget constraint: 


 







          (12) 


 


The ith project corresponds to an area (e.g. health, education) denoted by ai. Each area has 


budgetary limits defined by the DM or any other competent authority. Let us consider for 


each area k, a lower and an upper limit, Lk and Uk respectively. Based on this, the constraint 


for each area k is 


        (13) 


 


where  is defined as 


       (14) 


 


Besides, each project corresponds to a geographical region which it will benefit. In the 


same way as areas, each region has lower and upper limits as another constraint that must 


be fulfilled by a feasible portfolio. 


The quality of a portfolio x is determined by the union of the benefits of each of the 


projects that compose it. This can be expressed as 


 


       (15) 


 


where in its simplest form, is defined as 


         (16) 


 


If we denote by RF to the region of feasible portfolios, the problem of the project portfolio 


is to identify one or more portfolios that solve 


 


          (17) 


 


In this problem, the only accepted solutions are those portfolios that satisfy the following 


constraints: the total budget constraint (Eq. (12)), area constraints (Eq. (13)), and region 


constraints (similar to Eq. (13)). 


 


 


4.2. Experimental design 


 


Let us consider two experiments addressing the Problem (17) with H-MCSGA. In both 


experiments, we want to verify that our approach makes a good characterization of the ROI. 


In addition, we conduct the first experiment to determine if the H-MCSGA is capable of 


improving the solutions obtained by NO-ACO during the first phase; the second 


experiment explores whether our method outperforms NSGA-II. The NO-ACO parameters 


in the first phase of the H-MCSGA were the same as those reported in [33], but we neither 
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used local search nor considered synergy. The parameters of the evolutionary search in the 


second phase of the H-MCSGA were: crossover probability = 1; mutation probability = 


0.05; population size = 100, number of generations = 500. The parameters of the preference 


model and the data of the projects are different for each instance. The credibility threshold 


was set as λ = 0.67. H-MCSGA was programmed in the Java language, using the JDK 1.7 


compiler, and NetBeans 7.1 as IDE. The algorithms were run 30 times for each instance on 


an Intel CORE i5, 2.5 GHz processor with 4 GB of RAM. 
 


4.3. First experiment: NO-ACO vs H-MCSGA 


 


The first experiment was designed to show that H-MCSGA can improve the solutions 


obtained by NO-ACO, which are part of the reference set used by the second phase of our 


method. The experiment consisted in comparing the quality of the solutions provided by H-


MCSGA after its two phases against those obtained from NO-ACO during the first phase of 


the H-MCSGA. We experimented with six random instances whose basic information is 


shown in Table 2; in each run a different reference set was used. The performance of our 


approach is illustrated at the instance level and extensive results are shown for only three 


instances in Tables 3–5. 


 
Table 2 


Information about instances used in the first experiment. 


 


 


Analyzing the results of Table 3, we can see that the size of solution sets from H-MCSGA 


provides a better representation of the ‘Satisfactory’ category in comparison with NO-ACO 


(Columns 2 and 3). That is, H-MCSGA provides a rich characterization of the ROI. On the 


other hand, H-MCSGA always maintains its solutions as non-dominated (Columns 3 and 


5). Furthermore, in 28/30 times, the second phase of the H-MCSGA found a solution which 


improves, in net flow score, the solution previously obtained by its first phase (running 


NO-ACO) (Columns 6 and 7). Consequently, the solutions generated by H-MCSGA 


outperform the NO-ACO solutions. 


 
Table 3 


Comparative results between NO-ACO and H-MCSGA (instance 1 in Table 2).  


Run  Size of the solution set 


(satisfactory solutions) 


 Non-dominated solutions 


in (A ∪ B)
a
 


 The highest net flow 


is in 


  A B  From A From B  A B 


1  3 105  2 105   


2  3 90  3 90   


3  3 42  3 42   


4  3 79  3 79   


5  3 70  3 70   


6  3 92  3 92   


7  3 86  3 86   


8  4 94  4 94   


Instance Instance Description 


Objectives Projects 


1 9 100 


2 9 100 


3 9 100 


4 9 150 


5 9 150 


6 16 500 







9  3 74  3 74   


10  3 76  3 76   


11  3 89  3 89   


12  3 92  3 92   


13  3 90  3 90   


14  3 95  3 95   


15  2 18  2 18   


16  3 23  3 23   


17  3 86  3 86   


18  3 92  3 92   


19  4 72  4 72   


20  3 68  3 68   


21  3 71  3 71   


22  3 97  3 97   


23  3 71  3 71   


24  3 78  3 78   


25  3 94  3 94   


26  3 91  3 91   


27  3 56  3 56   


28  3 92  3 92   


29  4 91  4 91   


30  5 97  5 97   


a
 A is the set of solutions obtained by NO-ACO during the first phase of the H-MCSGA; B is the set obtained 


by the second phase of the H-MCSGA. 


 


In Table 4 we can see again that the hybrid procedure provides a rich characterization of the 


ROI as compared to NO-ACO (Columns 2 and 3). On the other hand, both algorithms have 


the same performance in terms of Pareto dominance because they hold their solutions as 


non-dominated (Columns 2 and 4 for NO-ACO; 3 and 5 for H-MCSGA). However, the 


second phase of the H-MCSGA always improves NO-ACO in net flow score (Columns 6 


and 7). 


 
Table 4 


Comparative results between NO-ACO and H-MCSGA (instance 3 in Table 2). 


Run  Size of the solution set 


(satisfactory solutions) 


 Non-dominated solutions 


in (A ∪ B)
a
 


 The highest net flow 


is in 


  A B  From A From B  A B 


1  3 65  3 65   


2  3 79  3 79   


3  3 81  3 81   


4  3 44  3 44   


5  3 68  3 68   


6  3 73  3 73   


7  3 72  3 72   


8  3 92  3 92   


9  3 82  3 82   


10  3 89  3 89   


11  3 55  3 55   


12  3 55  3 55   


13  3 94  3 94   


14  3 52  3 52   


15  3 62  3 62   


16  1 33  1 33   


17  3 72  3 72   


18  3 78  3 78   


19  3 71  3 71   


20  4 90  4 90   







21  3 82  3 82   


22  3 94  3 94   


23  3 80  3 80   


24  3 53  3 53   


25  3 78  3 78   


26  4 91  4 91   


27  3 84  3 84   


28  3 73  3 73   


29  3 94  3 94   


30  3 60  3 60   


a
 A is the set of solutions obtained by NO-ACO during the first phase of the H-MCSGA; B is the set obtained 


by the second phase of the H-MCSGA. 


 


The information provided in Table 5 shows that H-MCSGA in 27/30 times provides a 


better representation of the ROI in comparison with NO-ACO (Columns 2 and 3). On the 


other hand, H-MCSGA always maintains its solutions as non-dominated whilst NO-ACO 


does it only 19/30 times (Columns 2 and 4 for NO-ACO; 3 and 5 for H-MCSGA). 


Moreover, in 21/30 times, the second phase of the H-MCSGA improves NO-ACO in net 


flow score (Columns 6 and 7).  
 


Table 5 


Comparative results between NO-ACO and H-MCSGA (instance 6 in Table 2). 


Run  Size of the solution set 


(satisfactory solutions) 


 Non-dominated solutions 


in (A ∪ B)
a
 


 The highest net flow 


is in 


  A B  From A From B  A B 


1  11 94  11 94   


2  17 44  17 44   


3  10 90  10 90   


4  9 9  9 9   


5  7 97  5 97   


6  9 101  8 101   


7  9 92  8 92   


8  9 73  9 73   


9  16 90  15 90   


10  8 92  8 92   


11  14 91  12 91   


12  8 90  8 90   


13  11 90  10 90   


14  8 63  7 63   


15  13 88  12 88   


16  15 89  14 89   


17  16 85  16 85   


18  14 87  14 87   


19  12 36  11 36   


20  9 6  9 6   


21  11 70  11 70   


22  8 54  8 54   


23  11 91  10 91   


24  7 19  7 19   


25  12 43  12 43   


26  15 86  15 86   


27  12 43  12 43   


28  12 88  12 88   


29  14 12  14 12   


30  10 91  10 91   


a
 A is the set of solutions obtained by NO-ACO during the first phase of the H-MCSGA; B is the set obtained 


by the second phase of the H-MCSGA. 







The detailed results of the other instances are not significantly different from those 


previously shown. This can be observed in Table 6, which summarizes the results of the 30 


runs carried out for each instance. Based on these results, we may conclude that H-MCSGA 


gives on average for each instance a better characterization of the ROI than NO-ACO 


(Columns 2 and 3). Moreover, the H-MCSGA always holds their solutions as non-


dominated whilst sometimes the NO-ACO solutions are dominated (Columns 4 and 5). On 


the other hand, in at least 21/30 times, the second phase of the H-MCSGA found a solution 


that improves, in net flow score, the solution previously obtained by its first phase 


(Columns 6 and 7).  


The results support that the H-MCSGA is able to: a) make a good characterization of the 


ROI, and b) in most of the times, improve the solutions previously obtained by its first 


phase.  


 
Table 6 


Summary of comparative results between NO-ACO and H-MCSGA. 


Instance  Average size of the solution 


set (satisfactory solutions) 


 Times that the solution set remains 


non-dominated in (A ∪ B)
a
   


 Times that the 


highest net flow is in 


  A B  From A From B  A B 


1  3 79  29 30  2 30 


2  3 59  29 30  7 30 


3  3 73  30 30  0 30 


4  4 69  27 30  8 30 


5  2 38  26 30  8 30 


6  11 70  19 30  9 30 
a
 A is the set of solutions obtained by NO-ACO during the first phase of the H-MCSGA; B is the set obtained 


by the second phase of the H-MCSGA. 


 


 


4.4. Second experiment: NSGA-II vs H-MCSGA 


 


The second experiment was designed to show that H-MCSGA outperforms NSGA-II, even 


in relatively simple problems in which the second is expected to perform well. We 


experimented with eight random instances described in Table 7; for each instance, one 


reference set was created. The results are summarized in Table 8. 


 
Table 7 


Information about instances used in the second experiment. 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Instance Instance Description 


Objectives Projects 


1 4 25 


2 4 25 


3 4 25 


4 9 100 


5 9 100 


6 9 100 


7 9 150 


8 9 150 







Table 8 


Comparative results between NSGA-II and H-MCSGA. 
Instance Algorithm Average 


Size of the 


solution set 


Solutions that remain 


non-dominated in  


(A ∪ B)
a
 


Non-dominated solutions 


belonging to the  


satisfactory category  


(the approximated ROI) 


1 NSGA-II 95 85 1 


H-MCSGA 26 26 26 


2 NSGA-II 84 79 7 


H-MCSGA 20 20 20 


3 NSGA-II 91 90 2 


H-MCSGA 3 3 3 


4 NSGA-II 118 48 0 


H-MCSGA 96 96 96 


5 NSGA-II 122 69 0 


H-MCSGA 57 57 57 


6 NSGA-II 120 61 0 


H-MCSGA 60 60 60 


7 NSGA-II 113 22 0 


H-MCSGA 96 96 96 


8 NSGA-II 110 27 0 


H-MCSGA 100 100 100 
a
 A is the set of solutions obtained by NSGA-II and B is the set obtained by H-MCSGA. 


 


Instances 1–3 correspond to relatively simple problems. The results reveal that on average 


our approach dominates between 1%–11% of the solutions suggested by NSGA-II, while 


the solutions from H-MCSGA always remain non-dominated (Column 4). Only a few non-


dominated solutions from NSGA-II belong to the ‘Satisfactory’ category, whereas all H-


MCSGA non-dominated solutions are satisfactory (Column 5). Besides, in most of the 


instances, our method obtained a richer characterization of the ROI (Column 5). 


 


Instances 4–8 are more complex with many objectives and projects. It is not surprising to 


note a degraded NSGA-II performance, more critical in Instances 7–8. We can see that the 


solutions from our approach dominate 43%–81% of the solutions suggested by NSGA-II, 


whereas no H-MCSGA solution is dominated by any solution generated by NSGA-II 


(Column 4). Also, there are no NSGA-II non-dominated solutions belonging to the 


‘Satisfactory’ category, while our approach always finds many satisfactory solutions 


(Column 5). Every solution from H-MCSGA belongs to the known ROI, according to the 


revealed DM preferences. 


Based on these results, we can conclude that the H-MCSGA is able to: a) make a good 


characterization of the ROI, and b) outperform the NSGA-II even in relatively simple 


instances. 


 


 


4.5. Identifying the best compromise  


 


The solutions in the ROI satisfy a necessary condition to be the best compromise, but only 


one can be chosen. In both experiments performed, the set of satisfactory solutions 


generated by the H-MCSGA may be still too large to consider that the selection process is a 


simple task for the DM. Any satisfactory solution might be chosen, but probably there are 


some that are a little more desirable. In order to help the DM to obtain the best 







compromise, we need a method to select a subset of solutions containing the ‘best’ 


alternatives: this is the choice problematic (P.α) defined by Bernard Roy in [34]. As a 


contribution to this problem, we could show the DM a subset of satisfactory solutions 


belonging to the non-strictly-outranked frontier (Eq. (6)). Furthermore, we could show the 


net flow (Eq. (8)) of these solutions, as extra information to make the selection process 


even easier. 


 


 


5. Conclusions and future work 


 


We have presented an original idea for incorporating implicit preferences in multi-objective 


evolutionary optimization. Our approach, called Hybrid Multi-Criteria Sorting Genetic 


Algorithm, creates a selection pressure towards the Region of Interest (ROI) instead of the 


whole Pareto front. Here, solutions belonging to the ROI are characterized by two 


properties: i) Pareto optimality and ii) being considered by the DM as satisfactory 


solutions.  


 


The DM’s preferences are captured in a training set formed by solutions assigned to 


preference-ordered categories. These solutions belong to the known Pareto frontier that is 


generated by a multi-objective metaheuristic algorithm during the first phase of our 


approach. Although any metaheuristic may be used in the first phase, we used the NO-ACO 


algorithm. The second phase of our method is an adaptation of the NSGA-II; here the DM’s 


preferences are articulated when new generated solutions are assigned to ordered categories 


by the THESEUS multi-criteria sorting method. Once this second phase is finished, an ‘a 


posteriori’ articulation of preferences is also needed in order to choose the final best 


compromise in the ROI. 


 


In examples with 9 and 16 objectives, our method improves solutions obtained by NO-


ACO, achieving a better characterization of the preferred category, in terms of number and 


quality of solutions. In examples with 4 and 9 objectives, our approach finds solutions that 


outperform NSGA-II, both in terms of Pareto dominance and in terms of characterizing the 


ROI. 


 


This work may have some advantages, mainly in problems with many objectives: first, the 


selection pressure towards the ROI is increased, thus achieving a better characterization of 


this privileged zone of the Pareto frontier. Second, unlike Pareto-based evolutionary 


algorithms, the number of ‘good’ solutions in a current population does not significantly 


depend on the dimension of the objective space; hence, the selection pressure does not 


decrease with the number of objective functions. Third, a reduction of the cognitive effort 


from the DM when (s)he must finally choose the best solution among a limited set of 


satisfactory solutions. Other advantage of our work is the use of methodologies that have 


dealt with high-dimensional problems (NO-ACO) and that have proved its good 


performance with artificial and real-world data (THESEUS). Besides, unlike our work, the 


preceding approaches in [29, 30] do not address the first phase in which the reference set is 


created. They assume that, from the beginning, the DM can provide his/her judgments 


about solutions (in fact, his/her ‘concept’ of satisfactory solution) without knowing any 


reference result; this is a very difficult task. In our approach, only after the first phase, the 


DM defines what a satisfactory solution is. 


 







As immediate work, we are going to develop an interactive (progressive) way of 


incorporating the DM’s preferences; his/her preferences may be frequently updated as the 


second phase progresses. The DM could update his/her idea of what a satisfactory solution 


is. This could have the advantage of the ‘learning’ process that is typical of the interactive 


multi-objective methods. Moreover, we are planning to extend the applicability of our 


approach to a wider multi-objective optimization context.  
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Appendix A 


 


List of acronyms: 


 


DM   Decision Maker 


EA   Evolutionary Algorithm 


ELECTRE        ELimination Et Choix Traduisant la REalité 


   (Elimination and Choice Expressing the Reality) 


H-MCSGA  Hybrid Multi-Criteria Sorting Genetic Algorithm 


MOEA   Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm 


MOP   Multi-objective Optimization Problem 


NO-ACO  Non Outranked Ant Colony Optimization 


NSGA-II  Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II 


PPPP   Public Project Portfolio Problem 


PROMETHEE Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation 


ROI   Region of Interest 


 


 


Notations 


Notation Description 


Preferential model 


(x, y) 


σ (x, y) 


λ 


β 


ε 


xPy 


xIy 


xQy 


xRy 


xKy 


O 


S 


NS 


W 


NW 


Fn(x) 


F 


 


NF 


 


THESEUS method 


Ct 


M 


CM 


U  


N 


G 
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Elements of T 
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